
What’s in your kit?

Instructions

Thriva 
is for 18+ 

only!

! *If you feel faint, lie down and raise your legs. If you continue to feel unwell, seek medical advice.

Watch how to collect your sample
thriva.co/tips
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01 P R E P A R E 
A N D  S E T U P

Before starting, you must...

Fast for 8 hours
Collect your sample in the morning after 
fasting for 8 hours — this is important for 
getting accurate results.

Have 2 glasses of water
Aim for at least 2 glasses of water 30 minutes 
before — being hydrated will help your blood 
to flow better.

Do your test Monday-Saturday
Avoid Sunday as your sample might sit 
in the post too long.

Set aside 30 minutes
30 minutes gives you enough time to 
prepare, set up, and collect your sample.

Watch how to collect your sample: thriva.co/tips

1. Lay out kit 2. Set up tube(s) 3. Get blood flowing

1. Lay your kit out on a table lower than your elbow.
2. Get a clean tissue and clean towel, and fill 

a large bowl with warm water (about bath 
temperature).

3. Wash your hands and dry with a clean towel.

1. Remove the cap from the tube. You might 
have 1 or 2 tubes — depending on what 
you're testing.

2. Stand the tube upright using the hole inside 
the box.

1. Put your whole non-dominant hand in the 
warm water for 2-3 minutes — your fingers 
should be slightly dimpled. Then dry your hand 
with a clean towel.

2. Do jumping jacks or swing your arm and clench 
and unclench your fists for 1 minute  
(if it's safe for you to do so). 

3. Stand up for the whole process* — if you’re 
able to. Your hand must be lower than your 
elbow to keep the blood flowing.

• This is an in vitro diagnostic medical device.
• Thriva is for 18+ only.
• Watch out for signs of infection. If your wound site 

becomes red, hot, or swollen, seek medical advice.
• Risk of increased bleeding is higher if you take 

anticoagulation medication.
• Apply firm pressure and elevate your hand if bleeding 

doesn’t stop. If this doesn’t work, seek medical advice.
• The sample must be collected and labelled by the person 

who ordered the kit.
• Only use the equipment provided in your kit.
• Keep kit away from children, animals, sunlight, fire, 

and smoking.
• Don't post your sample if temperature is above 25oC.
• Don't use finger if it's hot/red/swollen.
• Don't use little finger and avoid using your thumb if possible.
• Avoid pricking your finger on the side of mastectomy — 

if you've had one.
• Lancets are designed to be single-use only, please don’t 

attempt to re-use the lancet.
• Blood spills should be cleaned up and disinfected as 

soon as possible.

!

! Grab a bowl of warm water and a clean tissue and towel before you start

Collection tube(s) Plaster x 2 Return form x 1 Alcohol swab x 1

Lancet x 3

PREP SWABS
70% ALCOHOL

ALCOHOL FREE

CLEANSING WIPE

Cleansing wipe x 1Prepaid envelope x 1 Collection tube 
label(s)

Name:

Date of Birth:     /     /      Date:     /     /     

Protective plastic 
case x 1
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Keep away from sunlight

Keep away from rain

Do not re-use

Temperature limit 25ºC

In vitro diagnostic medical 
device

Consult instructions 
for use

European Conformity

Manufacturer

Batch code

Use by date

Sterile
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! Don't start to collect your sample until you've completed all steps on the other side.02
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C O L L E C T  
Y O U R  S A M P L E

L A B E L  
A N D  P O S T

1. Use the lancet

1. Label the tube(s)

2. Fill the tube

2. Pack your sample

3. Fill tube continued

3. Seal and post

4. Mix the tube

1. Clean a finger (your ring finger works well) with 
the alcohol wipe.

2. Twist off the lancet top.
3. Place your hand face up on a table.
4. Press the lancet down on the outer centre of 

your fingertip until you hear a click (you can 
only use each lancet once).

1. Fill out the label(s) and wrap it around 
the tube(s).  Make sure your handwritten 
information is visible.

1. Using the box your kit arrived in, put the following 
into the section of the box labelled '03 SEND': 
- protective plastic case containing the 
labelled tube(s) 
- return form

2. Put the box (with sample and return form) into the 
prepaid envelope that has the lab address on it.

1. Check: 
Sample tube(s) labelled 
Return form completed 
Tube(s) and return form in box 
Box in envelope

2. Seal the prepaid envelope.
3. Post your sample in a priority postbox as these are 

collected from every day — find your nearest one at 
www.royalmail.com/services-near-you.

4. Dispose safely of all equipment.

Didn’t collect a full sample or 
need more guidance?

1. Firmly wipe away the first drop of blood with a  
clean tissue.

2. Starting at the top of your palm, massage down your 
hand towards the finger-prick — stop before you 
reach it. Repeat every 3-4 seconds.

3. Tap the blood into the tube.

1. Place the correct coloured cap onto the tube(s) 
and push down until it clicks. 

2. If you have a purple tube: Mix this tube first.  
Swirl tube slowly for 20 seconds, ensuring the 
blood touches the sides of the tube. *Your 
blood will remain liquid 

3. If you have a yellow tube: Gently turn the tube 
upside down at least 10 times. *Your blood will 
become thicker and solidify and won't mix with 
the yellow gel

4. Clean your finger with the cleansing wipe and 
apply a plaster.

1. Fill the yellow tube to the 600 line.  
Fill the purple tube to the 250 line.

1. If your blood stops flowing, use pressure to wipe the pricked finger to 
stimulate blood flow again.

2. If this doesn't work, go back to the "Prepare and set up – Get blood flowing" 
section on the previous page and repeat the steps.

Can't get enough blood?

If you have both a 
yellow and purple tube, 
start with the yellow 
first.

! The details on your label must 
match the details on your account

2. Put the tube(s) in the protective plastic case.
3. Fill out the return form — the lab needs to know 

when you collected your sample.

If you didn’t collect a full sample:  
To order a new kit free of charge,  
log in to your Thriva account. 

If you need more guidance:  
Watch how to collect your sample 
with our online interactive guide 
thriva.co/tips
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If it’s taking more than 30 seconds to fill the 
purple tube, swirl the tube after each drop, 
ensuring the blood touches the sides.

!
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